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History: In Short, Nobody Knows.
The first time the word “Hennin” appears is in the writing of Carmelite Friar Thomas Conecte in 1428. He
encourages the street boys to run after women in stupid and expensive hats crying “Au hennin!” and “snatching
them off their heads.”
In 1364, there's a description of the “heart shape hennin” in “Coiffure a la Ninon,” and only 20 years later,
Juvenal des Ursons says “the women ran into great excess in dress, and wore horns of wonderful length and size,
having on either side, ears of such monstrous dimensions that it was impossible for them to pass through a door
with them on.” His contemporary, Eustace Deschamps refers to a woman's fashion he calls “cornes commes
fonte des limas,” or “the horns pushed out by slugs.”

There are two or three current theories that circulate as to the origin of the hennin hat itself:
1. It was the hat of a Mongolian/Ottoman/Asiatic princess that all the women wanted to emulate in
Western courts.
Most period imagery of women from the Asiatic countries that were well in touch with Western Europe
don't seem to show many hats that seem very hennin-like. There are records of a Middle Eastern hat called the
Qalansuwa made from reeds or a wood frame, covered in silk and pearls, and seen to communicate “wealth and
authority.” Traders on the Silk Road would have seen these on their journey, and possibly brought that with them
into Western European countries.
2. It was stolen from the shape of the “Judenhut” that Jews were forced to wear by the Fourth Lateran
Council in 1215.
In research, this seems both likely and unlikely. Often the Silk Road traders who brought the Qualansuwa
hats were Jews, so there's some logic in connecting Jews to the fashion, but many Judenhuts were much shorter
or much more highly shaped than the classic hennins shapes. There is a fair amount of “taking from the Minority
People and making it high fashion” that we still see today that could be used to support the logic of the hennin
evolving from the Judenhut, but I hesitate to commit fully to that interpretation historically.
3. Classically, humanity has always believed that “the higher the hat, the closer to God/ the more
important I am”
Obviously, this is sort of a clear, ongoing concept in human fashion. Egyptian pharaohs wore quite a few
shaped tall hats, and illustrated their gods wearing them as well. Similarly, look at the mitres of the Catholic
Church, which evolved as a version of the Kamilaukion, a cap worn by officials of the Imperial Byzantine court.
Even militarily, big hats such as the bearskins still worn by the British Coldstream Guards have a certain power
to them. In a lot of ways, this seems the most likely theory to me.

But how did they make them? None still exist!
Creation Theory 1: Wool felted to shape.
Evidence: laws that told hatters they weren't allowed to reshape hats exist in the 1300s, which means that
hennins might have all been reshaped to be more fashionable hat shapes. “Flowerpot” hennin shape is literally
almost just the top of a tall hat, and pretty much all hennin shapes could be easily pulled to shape.
Additional questions: Would they be as easy to direct-felt into shape? Could felt hennins be easily turned
into bycockets or tall hats? Does that track with the history timeline on hats?

Creation Theory 2: Pasteboard underlayer
Evidence: This method exists in later hats (see Janet Arnold 1). The tall pointy hennin shape is easily
made with sheets of heavy paper. The “truncated cone” ones would be less obvious, but still possible. If
pasteboard was used in a paper mache sort of way, you may also have been able to do the “flowerpot” rounded
end shape. Pasteboard/paper made of linen ends wouldn't have survived well, which may be why none exist.
However, they'd have been ridiculously light, which might have helped with wear.
Additional Questions: Could pasteboard also have been birch bark? (can I find birch bark to test this
theory? Does birch bark come off a tree in big enough sheets for a full tall hennin?)

Creation Theory 3: “Buckram”/“bokeram” in the semi-modern style
Evidence: “Buckram” as a fabric was known-then it was a cheap woven. There's evidence of stiffened
buckram in the Tudor era and later as interlining/shaping in clothing. By the 1700s, there are written “recipes”
for buckram that stiffen it with gum tragacanth (which was into Europe by 1300). Even modern millinery
buckram has a limited lifespan if beat up, sweated into, or rained on, so there's a good chance that if this was the
base for a hennin it would have disintegrated by now, again explaining why none exist. Is this where the
connection with buckram and millinery starts? (nobody seems to know where the transition from clothes
stiffener to millinery fabric comes from)
Additional Questions: is gum tragacanth the best stiffener? Or would rabbit glue be better? Is there
another stiffener that would make even more sense?

Creation Theory 4: Wire Frame
Evidence: I think there's a wire frame in existence somewhere that's theorized to be a hennin frame, but I
haven't managed to track it down again. I have my doubts about this one by itself, unless it's covered in VERY
sturdy fabric or has some sort of structure between the wires, because from experience it's very hard to keep
unsupported fabric between wires from drooping. However, a wire frame could have been mangled and tossed in
the garbage and never recognized for what it was. Wire was also theorized to have been used in the “black velvet
loop” on the forehead of many hennin style hats.
Additional Questions: could wire have been used in conjunction with other styles (like buckram or
pasteboard, as in modern millinery?) Can I find/re-find the conclusive evidence of wire in the black velvet loop?
What thickness, styles of wire were available in the 1400s?

Creation Theory 5: Braided Straw Base
Evidence: None conclusive that I've seen, other than previous re-enactors attempting this method. It
would hold itself up well, but it seems that it would be sort of unreasonably bulky to cover and from past
experience with braided straw, sort of unwieldy to try to get smooth UNLESS it was braided into shape, not built
from a straw braid style. I dislike this idea. I also think it'd be hard to get the squared off back on the flowerpot
styles unless it was ungodly fine straw braid. I can see the evidence for straw in other places-like the “horns”
that show up under veils, but I could also see them being little felted shapes. Overall, I like this theory least, as
straw also seems to be a low class hat material and hennins are mostly if not all middle to upper.
Additional Questions: do I have to try two thicknesses of straw braid or can I just hate the idea of this one
because covering it will be sort of gross and bumpy?

Ongoing Research: Updated sporadically on my blog:
https://costumersupportdept.wordpress.com

A Vague Headwear Timeline, Hennin Specific:
In the early 1300s, Fretts are fashionable with high class ladies. Chaucer says in the introduction to the Legend
of Good Women, “A frett of goold she hadde next her hair,” and since “frett” is another word for type of knot,
the implication is that this “Frett of Gold” is likely a gold thread hair net.
The Padded Roll or Bourrelet appears in the late 1300s and early 1400s. This padded circlet sat on top of the
head, and was often highly decorated. As the Bourrolet gets more and more padded, it starts to rise off the head
and begin to take the shape of the Heart Shaped Headdress.
The Heart Shaped Headdress combines the idea of a frett and this expanded Bourroulet and as the Bourroulet
expands upwards, the frett starts to become less a caul and more of a rigid shape decorated in geometric patterns
while the padded roll takes on a V shape at the middle of the forehead. Many of these heart shaped headdreses
also had ear-bands to help keep the weight of the coif structure balanced. Variations on the Heart Shaped
Headdress also saw two sides split down the middle, with a similar structure to a reticulated headdress.
(However, whether the reticulated headdress was part of the hennin evolutionaly lineage from the frett or a
sidestep to a different lineage from crespinettes and templars is another research project)
By about 1430, the original Heart Shaped Headdress seems to come to full point in continental Europe's
aristocratic women, giving us the tall “princess hat” Hennin. From here, hennins continued to spread amongst
upper class women and take a few different forms. By the 1460s a few different styles of Truncated Hennin are
seen, both as long cones with squared off points and as the shorter squared off shape of the Flowerpot Hennin.
The Flowerpot Hennin is also often seen as the jumping off point for both the Beehive Hennin, a truncated
hennin with a rounded background, very similar in shape to an Elizabethan tall hat sans brim. The
Flowerpot/Truncated Hennin can also often be seen as the base of the Butterfly Hennin, a style in which
wires are added to the back of the hat to support an assemblage of very sheer veils.
By the end of the 15th century, hennins had more or less fallen out of style again, and the lappet caps often worn
underneath them were starting to evolve towards the hoods and french hoods of the early Tudor era.

Inserting wire, modern butterfly hennin
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